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In his preface, Conlon describes PARLOG programmers as a small elite who 
represent the modern equivalents of those earlier pioneers who heralded past 
revolutions in computing. Having read this book, I hope that he is wrong. Forcing 
programmers to think about concurrency places a great deal of extra work on them. 
A%pects of concurrency such as synchronisation, communication, $ranular&y, and 
deadlock avoidance all have to be considered to a 
aspects, such as granularity, affect “only” the perFormance, 
ammer must have an understand 
lying architecture: the optimum 
wilf be different to that of another. Other 
semantics and require the p rammer to think very 
behaviour of the program. 
nondeterministic, which makes the program 
the error3 is extreme1 
ave diff~rentl~ each ti 
!&4ost programmers will use a parallel X 
they want to sped up the execution time of th 
in concurrency in itself and ideally the 
having to worry about it. Unfortunate 
In his forward to this book Steve G 
.* 
_. . the PARLW~ programmer natural1 
terms of processes sending messag 
h problems writing correct serial code in a productive manner without takin 
on the extra load of thinking about parallelism. The promise of declarative (func- 
is that it will free the parallel 
rallellism will be extracted and o 
avoidance, synchronisation, communication and to some extent 
be dealt with by the system, rather than by tSte programmer* Of course, this pfaees 
extra burdens on the underlying system (the compilers and run-time system), but 
it is a goal worth pursuing and considerable progress has been made towards it in 
teecent years. I hope that PARLOG will be seen as one avenue xplored on the road 
to this goal, rather than as a goal in itself. 
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254 Book review 
me 2 notation is becoming increasingly popular among those who understand 
the need to use formal methods in software engineering. In evidence, 2 was a topic 
for the first time at the recent International Symposium VDM’90 (Kiel, FRG, April 
IWO), where one could learn about a variety of work done around the world on 2 
applications, extensions and support tools, 
mere is a number of articles and books on 2, but there is still a need for a precise 
and complete definition of this notation, one that could be treated as a reference 
manual for all types of users. This is the al of the book under review. As the 
authors says in the Preface, “It is not a tut I,. . . ; nor is it a formal definition of 
the notation,. . .‘I The second part of this statenxnt may sli htly disappoint potential 
readers-1 will elaborate upon this point later on. 
1 he first chapter is the only tutorial part. It is a reprint of article previously 
in So~~uro Engirreerhg huntat under the title “An introduction to 2 
and formal specification”. I found it a useful and simple introduction. 
complaint is that there are a few notational conventions used he which are 
explained only in further chapters (partial surjection on p. 3; the se on p. 13). 
The next three chapters present a description of the Z notation. Chapter 2 gives 
the mathematical foundation, Chapter 3 defines the 2 I uage, and Chapter 4 
contains a standard library of basic mathematical defi ns, which form “an 
important rt of the 2 method” (p. $61. The last two chapters supplement the 
manual: Chapter 5 relates 2 specifications treated as mathematical constructions 
with sequential programming language notions, while the remaining short chapter 
summarizes the 2 syntax. The last nine pa contain a glossary and two indices. 
Mike Spibey’s contribution to thq development and popularization of 2 is well 
known and he is well suited to be the author of a 2 reference manual. This manual 
is, to my knowledge, the most complete and detailed description of the “standard” 
2 notation ever written. However, the book does have some failings. 
My main objection is that it lacks precision, especially in Chapter 2. The term 
“mathematics” is inseparably tied with the 2 notation. The book is called a “reference 
manual” of this notation. Chapter 2 “contains definitions of the terms which are 
used later to explain the constructs of z” ( Preface, p. ix). Hence one should expect 
se definitions to be presented in a mathematical style with mathematical precision. 
This is not the case. Important basic concepts are given only informal treatment (as 
the author admits in the Preface). 
Let me exemplify the problem through Spivey‘s treatment of *‘type*‘, the yew first 
concept introduced in Chapter 2. Its definition is as follows: “Every mathema%;bi 
expression which appears in a 2 specification is given a type: this ~~~~~~~~~~~es a set 
known to contain the value of the expression” (p. 26). We do not learn from that 
informal definition what a type really is in 2; all we know is that a type ‘*determines 
a set”. Are types sets or some kind of expressions defining sets? One cannot find 
an answer to this question because a type is treated sometimes as a set (e.g., “These 
atomic objects are the members of the basic types or gicen types of. . .“, p_ 271, 
sometimes not (e.g., ‘This binding is an object with the schema type <ip : t ; 9 : 
p. 28; by the way, this is the definition of a schema type-we are given only its 
syntax, and the term “binding” is never properly defined). Next, are types attributes 
of expressions or values or both? The definition suggests that the first assumption 
is true, but we can also find statements, like: “If x and _v are two objects of types 
I and II respectively, then the ordered pair (x, _r ) is an object with the Carr~rsian 
produet fype I x u” (p* 27). Without a proper definition it is very di6cutt to answer 
many important questions, e.g. what does it exactly mean that two expressions “have 
the same type”, or what constructors can be applied to what types. 
Chapter 3 is written in a different sytle. It is sytematically o anized and describ 
the “minimal” Z language in full detail. However, as the author says, “For przlcti 
use, it needs to be augmented with the basic mathematical finitions in Chapter 
C’, and **A full grammar for 2 is given in Chapter 6” Qp. . Chapter 4+ on th 
other hand. already uses the 2 notation. Hence Chapters 3 and 4 are interd 
They are hafd to read. One has to s d quite some ti 
to get all needed information. For se who do not k 
Chapter 4 will be quite difficult. Part of the problem with the 
the nature of the subject and cannot be avoided, part in the form of p 
but part also in the previously mentioned lack of precisio 
I have no special comments on the remainin 
definitions in the glossary have the same deficiences as those in Chapter 2. 
There are same printing errors in the book, but a careful reader should not hav 
a problem in correcting them. 
Though I make critical remarks, I am sure this is a useful book despite all its 
failings. 1 know people who, after having studied this manual, became Z users and 
even experts. However, it is a book neither for beginners, nor for those who want 
just to find out what Z is about. Yet a serious Z user should definitely study this 
manual, 1 hope the author prepares a new, improved edition, which would satisfy 
those with deeper mathematical background and expectationso 
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The underlying logical properties of floating point have had surprisingly little 
study, in spite of it being the basis of all numerical calculations on computers for 
the last 30 years. 
This book considers in some depth both classical floating point and also another 
form of floating point called “Karlsruhe arithmetic”. The idea behind this arithmetic 
